
EN010079 Norfolk Vanguard redetermination 

Reg No: 20012656 Oulton Parish Council 

Oulton Parish Council (OPC) wish to respond to The Secretary of State’s letter of the 11th Octo-
ber 2021, and the 26th October letter, granting an extension of time, in which there was a request 
for additional information from Interested Parties on the submission made by the Applicant.


In particular OPC would like to respond regarding the cumulative impacts of Norfolk Vanguard 
and SEP/DEP as well as the cumulative impacts that all projects will have on Oulton and other 
communities in Norfolk, and the importance of the current and continuing updates of the Offshore 
Transmission Network Review.


In-combination Impacts and Uncertainty over Timelines 

The Applicant for Norfolk Vanguard has recently responded to The Secretary of State’s request for 
further information in respect of the impact of Norfolk Vanguard and Norfolk Boreas with other 
projects, in particular Sheringham Shoal and Dudgeon Extension Projects (SEP/DEP). 


Norfolk Vanguard have stated that cumulative impacts with SEP/DEP for Oulton (Link 68) are un-
likely…  “on the basis that there would be little or no overlap of the construction activities and peak 
construction activities are programmed to be at least two years apart.’’ 


However, there is conflicting information regarding start dates.


In the document: 'Updated information on cumulative and in combination effects with the Dud-
geon and Sheringham Shoal Extension Projects’, Norfolk Vanguard states that ‘‘Three build out sce-
narios are described within the PEIR showing the earliest construction start date for DEP and SEP as 2025, 
but construction could start as late as 2028.’’


Looking at the information provided in DEP/SEP PEIR documentation there is some contradictory 
information, as it states in Equinor’s non-technical summary: “The earliest that construction could 
commence is 2024, with the onshore construction works likely to commence first.”  This indicates that 
there could be onshore impacts cumulatively with Norfolk Vanguard, which have not been ad-
dressed or assessed.  


Although the peak period for construction for Norfolk Vanguard is between 2022/2023 there is still 
the period of 2024/2025 when there will be an impact from Norfolk Vanguard and Norfolk Boreas 
Scenario 1, and the potential start of construction of DEP/SEP 2024.  This time period would 
also overlap with Hornsea Three project traffic.   

It should be noted that with the current delays being experienced by all projects, there will be a 
much greater risk of either in-combination cumulative impacts or a more protracted timeline. 


Either of these scenarios would have significant adverse local impacts.


Traffic and transport 

In the Norfolk Vanguard and Boreas document ‘cumulative and in combination effect with the 
Dudgeon and Sheringham Shoal Extension Projects’, the potential impacts from a decision to site 
the DEP/SEP Main Construction Compound in Oulton, next to the Hornsea Three Main Com-
pound, have been entirely omitted. Were this site to be used by both developers, the adverse im-
pacts on Oulton Street, and especially on the residents of the Old Railway Gatehouse, would be 
severe. 




The traffic data for the Main Compound have yet to be published by DEP/SEP, however Equinor 
are suggesting to OPC that they may share Hornsea Three’s Main Compound. If this is the case, 
then it is looking more likely that Oulton will be the site for their Main Construction Compound, 
with the resultant significant traffic impacts. 


This was highlighted by OPC in response to the Secretary of State’s letter for Norfolk Boreas. The 
fact that DEP/SEP might select a Main Compound located at Oulton was ignored by Norfolk Van-
guard and Boreas, even though there was a relevant document published by DEP/SEP as part of 
their published PEIR documents: ‘Main Construction Compound Site Selection Report’.


This would also have an impact on Norfolk Vanguard, if construction for DEP/SEP started in 2024.


The fact that this data was missing has now been acknowledged by Norfolk Boreas in the recent 
response to The Secretary of State’s letter of 22nd September: 


(EN010087-002893-SoS Deadline - Applicant) 

‘‘The Updated information on Cumulative and In Combination Effects with the Dudgeon and Sheringham 
Shoal Extension Projects (doc reference: ExA.AS3.D21.V1) submitted by the Applicant took into account all 
the available traffic data that was contained within the DEP and SEP PEI, including construction traffic re-
ported for Link 68 (The Street). No traffic data were provided by Equinor for the potential use of RAF Oulton 
as a main construction compound; therefore it was not possible for the Applicant to take this into account 
when considering potential cumulative traffic impacts’’. 

These potential cumulative traffic impacts now need to be properly assessed.


Impact on Communities 
The impact of many years of construction, road closures and diversions on communities should 
not be underestimated. Norfolk does not have a comprehensive major road network; most com-
munities are serviced by rural roads. 


Rural areas no longer have an alternative transport network: for many villages there are no buses 
and train lines are limited to larger towns only. The car is the main method of accessing work, 
health care, schooling and shopping. There is significant concern over the potential for emergency 
services being delayed due to increased numbers of HGVs and road closures and diversions gen-
erated by these projects.


Communities affected by construction work will see hundreds of HGV movements daily for the 
duration of all the projects, given the timelines. The whole road network of the county will be im-
pacted, as some of the materials needed will have to come through the ports (Great Yarmouth, 
Lowestoft, Kings Lynn) or further away, travel along mostly non-standard A and B roads, before 
having to use C roads and ‘Unclassified’ lanes to get to the access points for the cable routes, 
and to the Construction Compounds, which are all on rural roads.


Carbon release and impacts on soil and the environment 

It should be noted that as part of the Norfolk Boreas examination a request was made by the 
Planning Inspectorate for a ‘Carbon Footprint Assessment’ (*EN010087-002432-Carbon Footprint 
Assessment) to be submitted:


 “In support of the ‘zero net carbon’ Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amended) Order 2019 
Act made on 26 June 2019, the Applicant to provide a carbon footprint for the Proposed Devel-
opment, separately providing carbon assessments for onshore and offshore facilities.”  

Norfolk Vanguard’s examination ended on 10th June 2019, which precluded Vanguard from hav-
ing to submit a similar document. However, as Norfolk Vanguard is still being re-determined, it 
would seem right and reasonable that an assessment should now also be required from Nor-
folk Vanguard.




The Norfolk Boreas assessment of their carbon footprint covers materials, machinery and traffic 
impacts for the project. However, what appears to be missing is the impact of soil disturbance 
from the digging of the cable trench, being dug along a 60km length, 45m wide and 1.05m in 
depth, as well as the digging of the substation site.

This omission in the Norfolk Boreas assessment may be because the cable trench would be dug 
as part of the Norfolk Vanguard construction which includes Norfolk Boreas Scenario 1 ducting, 
but Norfolk Boreas should have included the Scenario 2 cable route trenching and substation site 
clearance in their 'Carbon Footprint Assessment’.


It is well known that agriculture has an impact on carbon being released by ploughing and tilling, 
therefore digging a cable trench would also have an impact, potentially greater than that for farm-
ing. It would seem very important that this data should be included as part of Norfolk Vanguard’s 
redetermination process, to gauge potential impacts onshore, and to gauge cumulative impacts 
with other projects.


Cumulative Impacts and the OTNR 

The potential consent of Norfolk Vanguard & Norfolk Boreas, along with the now consented 
Hornsea Three, and the upcoming submission of Dudgeon & Sheringham Extension Projects all 
constructing up to 60km inland in Norfolk will be catastrophic for the environment and for com-
munities.


Currently the longest onshore cable route in Europe is the Triton Knoll offshore wind project at 
57km, in Lincolnshire.  In Norfolk all the onshore cable routes for Hornsea Three, Norfolk Van-
guard/Boreas and DEP/SEP will come up to 60km onshore, as a result of the bizarre way in 
which the grid connections were allocated. This has meant that all cables will cross over each 
other at some point along those routes. The communities at the centre of all of those cable 
routes, will experience multiple impacts and over an extended period of many years. 


The Offshore Transmission Network Review (OTNR) states that there will be cumulative and in-
combination impacts on communities as a result of these projects. 


There seem to be two mechanisms working at odds with each other here. The Secretary of State 
is still considering project consents as point-to-point projects, while the current review is ac-
knowledging that the OTN is the solution to these – and many other - issues.

 

Although none of the current projects has started construction, there has been reticence on the 
part of government, Ofgem and National Grid to plan and implement the infrastructure which 
would be required to achieve an OTN now. 


There is however considerable evidence that this technology is available, including the Multi-Pur-
pose Inter-connectors already being planned to coordinate with offshore wind farms. One such 
project, currently at pre-application stage, is described in the following terms:


“The Project promotes a Multi-Purpose Inter-connector (“MPI”), which also provides for the con-
nection of offshore wind farms to the Inter-connector transmission capacity. The Project enables 
offshore wind and interconnection to work together and to function as a pathfinder to a more inte-
grated grid, rather than individual connections to the mainland being required for individual 
projects. This minimises the impact on coastal communities and the environment, since fewer con-
nections are needed. It also makes the integration of future offshore wind developments cheaper by 
utilising the existing inter-connector for grid access.”

There are also plans to construct inter-connectors from Scotland to England using offshore cable 
routes (Scotland to England Green Link 1/2) linking substations. This would appear to be a type of 
offshore ring main.




Conclusion

The OTN is already being planned as a reality.


Yet unjustifiable and costly damage will still be done to the environment and communities of the 
East Anglian coast if these point-to-point projects continue to be consented. Waiting for the 
Round 4 projects as a starting point for an OTN is irrational.


Oulton Parish Council urges the Secretary of State to refuse Norfolk Vanguard in its current form, 
or to consider a split decision, separating the offshore from the onshore elements.


Norfolk Vanguard should then be encouraged to become a pathfinder project for the OTN.


APPENDIX  

Appended below is a map showing the Cumulative Impacts at Oulton of 4 of the projects, 

followed by an Indicative Timeline of all 4 projects with their impacts on Oulton. 


[Taken from SEP/DEP - PEIR documentation] 


Norfolk Vanguard (Cable route/Mobilisation Area/Cable Logistics Area)

Norfolk Boreas (Cable route/Mobilisation Area scenario 2/Cable Logistics Area)

Hornsea Three (Main Construction Compound for up to 8 years)

SEP/DEP (Cable route/potential Main Construction Compound)  




Indicative timeline of all projects and their impact on Oulton: 

Project Start Date Impact on 
Oulton

Peak 
Construction

Traffic 
Numbers  

Peak/Daily

Completion 
date

Equinor 
SEP/DEP

2024/25 Cable route/
potential 
Main 
Construction 
Compound

2025 Cable 
route:18 
HGVs 

Potential 
Main 
Compound: 
Traffic 
numbers 
unknown

2028

Norfolk 
Vanguard

2022 Cable route/ 
Mobilisation 
area/ 
Cable 
Logistics 
area

2023 96 HGVs/80 
other traffic

2025

Norfolk 
Boreas 
Scenario 1

2022 Cable 
Pulling/
Cable 
Logistics 
Area

2022/23 

2026

65 HGVs 
? Other 
traffic

2028

Norfolk 
Boreas 
Scenario 2

2023 Cable route/
Mobilisation 
area/Cable 
Logistics 
Area

2022/23 

2025/26

96 HGVs/
80 other 
traffic

2028

Hornsea 
Three

2021/22 Project’s 
Main 
Construction 
Compound

2022-2028 118 HGVs/
130 other 

traffic

2028


